Hardware Options

FAQs

Local Data Collection Hub (DCH)
Multiple MT Focus Adapter/Agents, along
with a customer-supplied monitor and mouse,
connect to this device, allowing viewing of
the status of all connected machines on a
summary web page. Green, yellow, red and
blue color-coding of relevant parameters,
clearly indicate each machine’s status. Using
the mouse, individual web pages can then be
displayed to view detailed information on each machine.

n Why would I want to add MT Focus to my
machine tools?
MT Focus® is a Lean Manufacturing Tool that
provides a real-time picture of what’s happening
on your shop floor so you can prioritize problem
solving decisions, put in place long-term corrective
actions, and monitor the progress of your
Continuous Improvement activities.

Industrially Hardened HMI/DCH
A 15” Diagonal Color Industrially Hardened Touchscreen with the functionality of a Local
Data Collection Hub is mounted in a sealed enclosure.
Office Quality HMI/DCH
A 22” Diagonal Color Touchscreen with a VESA mount is supplied with a Local Data Collection
Hub, as described above.
Mini-HMI
Machine-mounted HMI allows viewing of data screens and entry of operator process feedback at each machine.
Wireless Bridges
For wireless connectivity, one of these wireless internet access devices is required for each
MT Focus Adapter/Agent Module and each Local Data Collection Hub.
Ethernet Switches
Can be used for hard-wired connectivity of multiple MT Focus Adapter/Agent Modules to
(1) Local Data Collection Hub (DCH).
Optional Adapter/Agent Modules
Standard modules come with (16) optically isolated digital inputs. Modules are also available with digital outputs and analog inputs.
Call us today to schedule an on-site workflow analysis of your facility
and a demonstration of the MT Focus solutions.

574-232-3900, ext. 243
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About SYSCON International
SYSCON MT Focus® is a SYSCON International product. From the company’s inception in 1969,
SYSCON International has been committed to the development of technology-based products for
manufacturing environments, including PlantStar, MicroScreen®, Heraeus Electro-Nite and CanDataX.
MT Focus is the newest member of the SYSCON family and is related to SYSCON PlantStar product
line of real-time production and process monitoring systems for plastics injection molding machines.
The hardware and software products for MT Focus were developed with the same engineering and
software development expertise that has made PlantStar one of the leading providers of plant
monitoring technology.

n What machines are compatible with MT
Focus?
MT Focus® was developed specifically for legacy
CNC-based machine tool, however, we can easily
integrate new machines with or without
MTConnect compatibilities. The following is a
sampling of the machine types that can be
brought into a MT Focus system:
• CNC Horizontal / Vertical Machining Centers
• CNC Drills
• CNC Grinders
• CNC Lathes
• General Metal Cutting / Processing Machine
Tools (Honing, Broaching, etc.)
n What’s involved and how long will it take to
add MT Focus to my machines?
Once the operating principles of MT Focus are
understood, (1) day of planning and (1) day to
install and make operational should be sufficient
per machine (times can be improved when doing
multiple machines of the same type).
n What additional hardware do I need to
provide to connect MT Focus to my machines?
If existing machine signals do not provide status
outputs—for example: part rejected, machine
down, maintenance requested, etc.—a Mini-HMI
can be added. (See Hardware Options)
n If I just use the Web Browsing features of
MT Focus, do I need to purchase any additional
software?
The basic product supports MTConnect® at no
additional cost. Tiers 1 thru 4 require software
licenses, covering use of those capabilities on a
specific number of Adapter/Agent modules.
n Can I retain and view historical data
collected by MT Focus?
The Tier 2 through 4 products support uploading
of completed job data to network-shared files
from which third-party applications can pull and
analyze the data.
n Can I upgrade my MT Focus modules to add
capabilities after initial installation?
Subject to possible long term hardware or software limitations, Tier and custom upgrades are
available for all MT Focus products.
n Can we be assured of a successful network
integration?
Yes, we can integrate data from multiple sources
— multiple machines, multiple facilities, multiple
countries — and maintain the integrity and
reliability of the machine data.

Simplifying
Machine Tool
Monitoring

We’ve simplified machine tool
monitoring, so you can focus on
productivity and profitability
n Connect your new and legacy machine tools with easy-to-use, easy-to-install
modules
n See your machine stats on any smart device, including smartphones,
iPads, PCs and shop floor monitors
n Make decisions based on accurate data, including OEE, spindle utilization,
current cycle times, reject rates, etc.

The MT Focus® Adapter/Agent Module:
One Connection Tool Does it All
The SYSCON MT Focus® Adapter/Agent Module works as an adapter, an agent, and a software
module. It collects and stores data from the machine tool — each machine requires its own
Module—and makes the data available as:
• web-based screenshots on smart devices (no need for external host/client computers), or
• real-time data for third-party software, using the MTConnect protocol
In either case, data is presented from the module’s TCP/IP port.
Machine Information provided by
each Module:
• OEE (Availability, Performance, Quality)
• Actual vs. Targeted Performance Values
• Production Data
• I/O Status and Counts
• Job Time Accumulators
• Machine Data Summary
• Current and Next Job Data
Password-Protected, Menu-Driven Configuration Screens:
• Input Naming and Functional Definition
• Email Alert Threshold Values and Addresses
• System Setup for Individual Machines
• System Setup for Multiple Machine Data Collection Hubs
Email Alerts
• Low OEE/Slow Cycle Times
• Job Started
• Job Completed
• Machine Down
• Input-Driven Conditions of Interest

Software Options
The MT Focus tiered software options lets you to choose the amount
and type of data you want extracted from your machine tools.

Software Features

MTConnect® Definitions
MTConnect®

MTConnect® is an open, royaltyfree communication standard that
utilizes Internet communications
technology to link machines and
systems together. The software can
be downloaded from the MTConnect
website and used as a template to
create one’s own software interface
that meets the requirements of the
standard. For more information and
to download the software, visit www.
mtconnect.org.
MTConnect users can extract data
from their MT Focus Adapter/Agent
Modules by first “probing” each
module to obtain a listing of the “data
items” obtainable from each specific
module.
Learn more about the MTConnect
protocol and data extraction at:
www.mtfocus.com/index.cfm/
support/mtconnect-protocol.

Adapter

An adapter is a software program
that enables shop floor equipment to
speak the same language. It extracts
the machine’s data and makes it
available to the agent.
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MT Focus is the ideal plant monitoring solution—whether you have
5 machines in one facility or 500 machines worldwide
Smart Devices

The following is a sampling of
the web-based screenshots
available with MT Focus.

Machine Data Summary

Job Data

Job Status Time Capture

ERP/Database

Tablets

The MT Focus Adapter/Agent Module’s
small footprint makes it easy to install
on a machine or in the control cabinet
(Dimensions: 5.875” L x 2.750” W x 4.375 H)

Your machines must be able to provide these status outputs:
• Machine Ready
• Machine Fault
• Cycle Start
• Cycle Stop and Paused
If your machines do not provide all of
• Cycle Complete
• Spindle On
these signals, a mini-HMI can be added.
(See Hardware Options on back page.)
• Part Reject
• Job Complete/Reset
• Job Start
• Machine Down or Out of Service

Agent

The agent is a software program
that collects, arranges and stores
data from the adapter (or directly
from the machine tool if it has a
built-in adapter). The agent takes the
data from the adapter and makes
it available to the outside world
either as real-time data, using the
MTConnect protocol or as web pages
using HTTP addressing.
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MT Focus Tier 2 - 4: These MT Focus products utilize Adapter/Agent Modules and Data Collection Hubs, facilitating the grouping of machines

MT Focus Tier 2 - 4: These MT Focus products utilize Adapter/Agent Modules and
Data Collection Hubs, facilitating the grouping of machines (See Hardware Options on back page)

User-Defined Inputs

